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Readers are calling the ARISEN series:"a non stop thrill ride" ... "unputdownable" ... "the most

original and well-written zombie novels I have ever read" ... "riveting as hell - I cannot recommend

this series enough" ... "the action starts hot and heavy and does NOT let up" ... "astonishingly

well-researched and highly plausible" ... "non-stop speed rush! All action, all the time - got my heart

racing" ... "A Must Read, this book was a hell of a ride" ... "may be the best in its genre."Over a

quarter of a millionÂ ARISEN books sold and still climbing...A world fallen - under a plague of seven

billion walking deadA tiny island nation - the last refuge of the livingOne team - of the world&apos;s

most elite special operatorsThe dead, these heroes, humanity&apos;s last hope, all

have...ARISEN,Â Book Three -THREE PARTS DEADAlpha team, the world&apos;s best and last

surviving Tier-1 operators, are adrift on Lake Michigan - and fast drifting into what looks like a

damned hostile shoreline. Deep in the National Forest nearby, a former police officer and survivalist

battles to keep her family alive - and tries to decide whether the commandos of Alpha are more

dangerous to her alive or dead. Meanwhile, theÂ John F. Kennedy, the world&apos;s last floating

supercarrier, is run aground off the coast of Virginia - and facing a veritable hurricane of the dead,

blowing in fast. And finally, back in Fortress Britain, the terrible outbreak from the Channel Tunnel

turns out not to have been so contained after all - and a death grip is beginning to close on London,

and shaping up into humanity&apos;s very last stand...
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This entire series reminds me of an amusement park ride and you just can't wait to climb aboard

again. But, what I enjoy the most is that this is a multi-layered work. On the surface it is pure fun,

excitement, entertainment. However, if one reads closely the authors are challenging the reader

with some exceptionally difficult questions regarding the nature of man, the nature of good/ evil,

faith, love, and family. I'm probably even leaving out some.I absolutely love the depth of the

characters and the intermingling of the Cameron's story and Alpha's story. We come in at the

climax-end of the Cameron's story and probably middle of the other. Sarah is remarkably complex

character and it was masterful work on the part of the authors to distill 15+ years of her life into a

snapshot. We are left with a huge question...What `bad thing' happened that led her to 1. Marry

someone she so obviously could never love 2. Hold her son at arms length (and never introduce

him by name) 3. Enable both her husband and son to depend on her as though they are both young

children while believing herself to be non-maternal 4. Push away/ Run away from someone she

could deeply love and would love her in return. (What happened?) It appears as though she has

been in survival mode much longer that 2 years more like 15+ building walls around herself and

desperately seeking to protect those around her but dreading when (not if) she will fail and loose all

that she loves.Mark is comically sad. He is probably the only person left in the world happy about

the end of the world. He is well protected and cared for. It is doubtful that he really contributes in any

meaningful way. Really if you are setting about to chop firewood are you going to be wearing a knit

sweater - you'd burn up!
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